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Gravity of Neptune

Neptune has a surface gravity of 11.15 m/s² or 1.14 g (1.14 times the
surface gravity on earth). Therefore, if you weighed 100lb on Earth, you
would weigh 114 lb on Neptune.

www.answers.com/Q/What_is_the_surface_gravity_of_Neptune
What is the surface gravity of Neptune - Answers.com

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Neptune
Planet

Neptune is the eighth and farthest known
planet from the Sun in the Solar System. In
the Solar System, it is the fourth-largest
planet by diameter, the third-most-massive
planet, and the densest giant planet. â€¦

Wikipedia

Radius: 15,299 miles (24,622 km)

Surface area: 2.94 billion sq miles (7.62
billion km²)

Orbital distance: 2.80 billion miles (4.50
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Orbital distance: 2.80 billion miles (4.50
billion km)

Orbital order: 8

Orbital period: 164.79 years

Gravity: 36.58 feet/s² (11.15 m/s²)
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How strong is Neptune's gravity?



What is the gravity on Uranus?



Gravity on Neptune - Universe Today

What is Earth's surface gravity?



Orbital period: 164.8 yr, 60,182 â€¦ Sidereal rotation period: 0.6713 day, 16 h…

Gravity on Neptune - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/21639/gravity-on-neptune
The surface gravity of Neptune is 1.14 times the gravity on Earth. In other words, if you
could actually walk on Neptune, you would feel only a little heavier than if you were
walking on Earth. If you weighed 100 kg on Earth, you would weight 114 kg on Neptune.

What Is the Surface Gravity of Neptune? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Science › Astronomy › Planets
The surface gravity of Neptune is 36.6 feet per second squared, or 11.5 meters per
second squared. A person weighing 100 pounds on the Earth would weigh about 114
pounds on Neptune. The mass of Neptune is more than 17 times greater than the Earth.
By comparison, if the Earth were reduced to the size ...

Images of neptune surface gravity
bing.com/images

How strong is the gravity on Neptune? | Cool Cosmos
coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/...How-strong-is-the-gravity-on-Neptune-
Although Neptune is much larger than Earth, its surface gravity is about the same as the
surface gravity on Earth. This is because Neptune is made up of gases and is not solid
like Earth. This makes Neptune very light for its size.

What is the gravity of Neptune - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › The Solar System › Planet Earth › The Moon
It would take over 17 Earths to fill up Neptune, but the gravity â€¦ on Neptune is only 1.19
times of the gravity on Earth. This is because it is such a large planet (and the
gravitational force a planet exerts upon an object at the planet's surface is proportional to
its mass and to the inverse of its radius squared).

How Does Neptune's Gravity Compare to Earth's Gravity
...
www.reference.com › Science › Physics › Motion & Mechanics
At its "surface," Neptune has a gravitational acceleration only 14 percent stronger than is
felt on Earth. Though Neptune is 17 times more massive than Earth, it has a diameter
3.8 times higher and is therefore considerably less dense than Earth. Neptune is a gas
giant planet, and therefore it doesn ...

Surface Gravity of the Planets and the Sun
www.smartconversion.com/otherinfo/gravity_of_planets_and_the_sun.aspx
Surface Gravity The surface gravity, g, of an astronomical or other object is the
gravitational acceleration experienced at its surface. The surface gravity may be thought
of as the acceleration due to gravity experienced by a hypothetical test particle which is
very close to the object's surface and which, in order not to disturb the system, has â€¦

All About Planet Neptune for Kids - MrNussbaum.com
mrnussbaum.com/space/neptune
What is its gravity like? Gravitational force on Neptune is 119 % the gravitational force on
Earth. A 100 pound Earthling would weigh about 119 pounds on Neptune. How far is it
from the sun? From the Earth? Neptune is located an average of 2.7 billion miles from the
sun. At its closest point, Earth and Neptune are more than 2.57 billion miles apart.

Neptune Compared to Earth - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/22058/neptune-compared-to-earth
Neptune compared to Earth ... The surface gravity on Neptune ... You would have a
difficult time noticing if you were standing on the surface of Neptune compared ...

Neptune - Solar System Exploration: NASA Science
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/neptune/facts
Neptune News NASA has achieved a ... key to expediting missions and building a
sustainable presence on the lunar surface. ... of the Gravity Recovery and Climate ...

Neptune - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
Its gravity at 1 bar is 11.15 m/s 2, 1.14 times the surface gravity of Earth, and surpassed
only by Jupiter. Neptune's equatorial radius of 24,764 km is nearly four times that of
Earth. Neptune, like Uranus, is an ice giant, a subclass of giant planet, because they are
smaller and have higher concentrations of volatiles than Jupiter and Saturn.

History · Physical characteristics · Climate · Orbit and rotation · Moons
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